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Figure 1. Breakdown of manufacturing defects spectrum for a complex NPI product.

The prototype run is a critical part 

of the project path, and any time 

spent by R&D resources diagnosing 

manufacturing faults is generally 

considered time wasted. The expecta-

tion is that boards coming into the 

R&D department from the manufac-

turing centre will power up smoothly 

and start functioning, allowing the 

engineers to continue performance 

validation and software testing.

In general, prototypes are built on 

the same or similar lines to those 

used for volume production and 

components that are used on existing 

production boards will be used to 

assemble prototypes. However, there 

are some distinct differences between 

the demands for prototype testing and 

volume manufacturing test. 

For volume manufacturing, the 

processes would usually have already 

been optimized, so generally the 

defects are more random in nature. In 

addition, the cost and time to develop 

a test is not as critical and there is 

usually good statistical data on the 

defect spectrum.

For prototype testing, the time to 

develop a test is critical; the costs 

should be kept to a minimum and the 

defect coverage should be optimized 

to ensure all critical manufacturing 

defects are detected during the new 

product introduction (NPI) phase. 

During prototype manufacturing, the 

processes are still being developed so 

the defect levels are typically higher 

than in volume production.

Flying probe has often been seen as 

the de-facto electrical test solution 

for new product introductions (NPI) 

until board volumes increase above 

1000 units, at which point, low-cost 

in-circuit testers (ICT) become cost 

effective. 

In this article, we are going to 

challenge this argument and show 

that the break even point for using 

low-cost in-circuit testers such as the 

Medalist i1000D ICT  is often much 

lower, in addition to other distinct ad-

vantages, making the i1000D a viable 

option for NPI testing.

Defect Spectrum
Many studies have been carried out 

by Agilent which look at the defect 

spectrum of manufacturing lines, and 

data in Figure 1 shows that structural 

defects are a dominant component. 

From Figure 1, you can see that for 

prototype testing, the focus must be 

on ensuring the opens, shorts and 

missing components are detected 

early so that these defects are fi xed 

upstream. While insuffi cient solder 

defects are not important in rela-

tion to getting boards to power up, 

process improvement information 

is required to ensure these do not 

magnify into opens when the product 

ramps to volume production.

Flying Probe
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Flying Probe 
Flying probe systems use movable 

probes to connect to test points or 

component leads as a way of testing 

discrete components and identifying 

shorts between nodes. A fl ying prober 

is useful in situations where there is 

a high level of analog components. 

Some fl ying probes now include lim-

ited tests for opens on digital devices 

using capacitive probe techniques.

These systems are often viewed as 

the primary NPI test method mainly 

because they are often portrayed 

as ‘ICT-like’ systems with shorter 

development times and without car-

rying the cost of fi xtures. Upon closer 

look, however, we fi nd this is a highly 

over-simplifi ed statement, without 

addressing these shortcomings:

Coverage
The coverage offered by fl ying prob-

ers is well below that offered by ICT 

systems; fl ying probers offer limited 

coverage for many digital device 

packages like BGAs, CSPs and QFNs. 

Coverage on SMT connectors is very 

limited and their shorts and opens 

coverage is limited on complex 

boards. 

Test Times
Test times for fl ying probers are much 

longer than low-cost ICT systems and 

are often in the range of 20-30 minutes. 

At fi rst glance, this may not appear to 

be an issue for a batch of 10 boards; 

but if you also consider that during 

NPI the yields are often in the 50% 

-70% range, it means that you may 

actually need to run the test over 

15 times and suddenly, you may well 

end up with a whole day of testing. 

By the time you wait for the boards 

to be repaired and re-tested, this will 

soon turn into two days, which will 

mean split shipments and increased 

costs, adding delays to the critical 

path of the project schedule.

The test time achieved by fl ying prob-

ers is also dependant on the skill of 

the programmer, and this can vary by 

as much as 50% -- a signifi cant differ-

ence when you are talking about test 

times of around 30 minutes.

Costs 
In today’s credit crunch world, justify-

ing any capital expenditure is diffi cult. 

Flying probers are generally in the 

range of $250K-$400K, depending on 

the manufacturer and the options 

selected. In addition, you will need to 

spend another $25-$40K per year on 

the support contract.

In-Circuit Test
Bed of nails in-circuit test systems 

have traditionally been viewed as 

being not suitable for prototype 

testing for a number of reasons: 

system costs, fi xture costs, fi xture 

and program development time. 

These reasons are in addition to costs 

incurred for scrapping of fi xtures if 

boards are changed and lack of test 

point access related to board density 

or signal integrity issues.

Some of these reasons ma seem valid 

when they relate to an in-circuit test 

solution for full volume manufacturing 

test needs. However, recent industry 

developments on the ICT front have 

evolved to overcome many of the con-

cerns listed above. Let’s take a closer 

look at one relatively new low-cost ICT 

option like the Agilent Medalist i1000D. 

Better defects 
coverage
A powered low-cost in-circuit tester 

like the Agilent Medalist i1000D 

system costs approximately $50K for 

a 1,000-node system. Fixtures and 

programs are very easy to develop 

and can be up and running in three 

to four days with much of the work 

being carried out whilst the boards 

are still going through production, and 

fi xture costs are typically less than 

$2,000. Any higher cost fi xture parts, 

for example, vector less test plates, 

can be re-used if the fi xture needs to 

be scrapped. 
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Some board access issues can be 

overcome by using Agilent’s Bead 

Probe Technology; this is a technique 

which allows test points to be added 

to boards without taking up any board 

space or impacting signal integrity. 

Agilent has also developed a technol-

ogy called Cover-Extend Technology, 

which combines boundary scan with 

vector less test, thereby giving high 

levels of coverage on non-boundary 

scan devices, including connectors, 

without the need for access. This 

means that the fi xture costs can be 

reduced even further and because 

this technique is set up automatically 

without any boundary scan library test 

development, the test development 

time is kept to a minimum.

It’s all about lowering 
the cost of test
Bed of nails ICT has a higher level of 

defect coverage than fl ying prob-

ers, due to the fact that all probes 

are available at all times and also 

because the board can be powered 

up. The test speeds are much faster – 

a 1,000- node board on a fl ying prober 

will take approximately 15 minutes 

but the test time on a typical i1000D 

will be approximately only 15 seconds. 

Using this example, and assigning 

costs of $250K for a fl ying prober and 

$50K for a 1000-node i1000D system, 

you will see that the break even point 

is approximately 500 boards (as per 

the graph in Figure 2 above right). 

When you consider this and also 

compare the purchase cost of a fl ying 

prober against the cost of a low-cost 

ICT system, you will need to do many 

different low volume prototypes to get 

a return on the investment from the 

fl ying prober.

 

Let us do another cost comparison 

analysis. In Figure 3, we compare the 

test cost on a per board basis for a ICT 

system versus that for a fl ying prober, 

with the following parameters: system 

cost, fi xture cost and labor cost. 

In a typical NPI shop, the test engi-

neer usually needs to consider the 

number of NPI projects they handle 

in a year and the number of boards 

involved in each of these projects. 

Using an assumption of 10 boards 

per NPI project, the cost analysis in 

Figure 3 shows that ICT offers a cost 

advantage until the number of proj-

ects exceeds 58. This suggests that 

manufacturers should consider using 

the i1000D if their NPI shop has fewer 

than 58 projects to run in a year. If 

the number of projects a year should 

exceed 58, perhaps then they should 

consider a fl ying prober.

Figure 2. Overall cost of test comparisons for Agilent Medalist i1000D versus fl ying prober

Figure 3. Comparing the cost of test between Medalist i1000D and fl ying prober

*Do note that the above chart compares the two options based on running the projects 

on one tester. When there are over 90 projects a year, you will need to invest in another 

fl ying prober for the extra capacity needed. 
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NPI shops should seriously analyze the 

number of NPI projects they carry out 

each year and the average number of 

boards per project they build, before 

making the decision of whether to buy 

an ICT or a Flying Prober. 

These days, with optimal resource 

loading, it is unlikely that NPI shops 

will only be handling 10 boards per 

project. A typical NPI shop may 

receive orders for 100 or more boards 

to be built and tested. In this case, 

we will need to compare the break-

even point for the number of projects 

versus the number of boards in each 

project, as illustrated in Figure 4.

At the start of your NPI shop busi-

ness, the number of projects might be 

lower and the fl ying prober is likely 

to be one of the heavier investment 

items. Figure 4 illustrates that if you 

are running fewer than 60 NPI proj-

ects per year, it is probably a better 

idea to invest in the Medalist i1000D 

if your customer is ordering more 

than 70 boards per project. When 

your business grows bigger, it might 

be a good idea to invest in a fl ying 

prober. Having said that however, the 

i1000D will offer an advantage if there 

are normally 150 boards to be built in 

each of the NPI projects. 

Figure 4. Flying prober or i1000D ICT? This chart provides a guide on when you should consider 

either options, based on the number of projects you carry out each year and the number of boards 

tested during each project. 

Normally, NPI projects are separated 

into multiple phases, and the overall 

number of boards to be built typically 

exceeds 100. In fact, the overall cost 

of test of the i1000D is actually not 

more expensive than the fl ying prober 

for all cases exceeding 200 boards 

per NPI project. The overall test cost 

between the i1000D and fl ying prober 

are very similar if we consider project 

sizes of between 150~200 boards per 

project. 

Some people may overweigh the 

investment in the ICT fi xture at the 

starting phase of the NPI due to initial 

layout changes. However, with the 

availability of new limited access 

tools like Agilent Bead Probe Technol-

ogy, Cover-Extend Technology, etc. 

in the in-circuit tester, the reuse of 

the fi xture at the later NPI phases is 

made easier compared to before.

Conclusions
There are unique requirements for a 

test strategy at the prototype pro-

duction stage – the critical factors 

are speed of development, speed to 

complete the testing, and high test 

coverage for critical defects, which 

if undetected, will prevent the board 

from powering up and add the product 

development cost.

Flying probe has often been seen as 

the de-facto standard for the testing 

of NPI boards but as this article dem-

onstrates, low-cost in-circuit testers 

such as the Medalist i1000D system 

offer a more cost effective alternative 

in many situations. If you are consid-

ering investing in a fl ying probe for 

prototype testing, maybe you should 

think again?
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